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Uniware offers freedom of choice. A specialist provider of the widest range of 
MultiValue Database solutions in Australia and New Zealand, Uniware is dedicated to 

providing AusVantage ERP and other MultiValue solutions in the cloud.

Let Uniware take care of your mission critical application within the 
Uniware Cloud.



• State of the art - Equinix Data Centre
• Reduced hardware and software expenditure
• Reduced human capital and other operating costs
• Scalable RAM, Disk-space, CPU and software
• Lowering your Total Cost of Ownership
• Data replicated file systems
• Daily automated backups
• No single point of failure
• Easier collaboration and sharing
• Full firewalling and network separation
• 24/7 systems monitoring
• Data security and safety 
• High availability, redundancies and high availability
• IT Hardware, Software, Backups and Personnel
• Fast, flexible, scalable and cost effective

The Benefits of Using Uniware Cloud

Cloud services have become a part of our everyday lives and more importantly how we do business. Most 
of us have heard of cloud computing but do not actually know what it is. “Cloud computing is a model for 
enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g. 
networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal 
management effort or service provider interaction.”

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) is the “on demand” provision of a complete hosted IT solution including all 
hardware, software & IT support for a fixed, per user monthly fee. With the rise in cloud computing and a shift in 
business thinking, Infrastructure as a Service is becoming a more attractive option for organisations, freeing up 
capital, reducing complexity and lowering Total Cost of Ownership.

Cloud Computing

Uniware Cloud designed for MultiValue applications, supported by 
people who understand MultiValue environments

Uniware Cloud platform is built on industry-leading technologies, located in one the most secure and leading 
data centres – Equinix. Equinix is located in Melbournes’ inner city and therefore your data is stored in Australia 
ensuring that sensitive data and applications are subject to protection under the Australian legal system.

Uniware offer a number of benefits to our cloud services customers including, no more purchasing expensive 
equipment every few years, no need to undergo server maintenance, reduced IT personnel costs, no upgrades or 
operating software patching because this is all covered by the Uniware Cloud services at an affordable monthly 
fee. 

The Uniware Cloud has been setup and designed to utilise the latest technologies in ensuring your data is safe 
and secure at all times. The Uniware Cloud is fully managed with 24x7 monitoring ensuring that systems are 
running at peak performance within a fully secured environment. Thus providing an affordable service that a 
small business could otherwise not afford.

Uniware Cloud Services



These are independent Storage Areas Networks (SAN`s) that 
protect your data and are configured to replicate data thus 
providing multiple copies of critical data/software at all times 
preventing data loss and ensuring business continuity. Failsafe`s 
have been implemented to replicate data from one SAN node 
onto another giving your data the level of security to put your 
mind at ease. SAN data storage technology provides the upmost 
performance/uptime/data integrity of customer data. Your 
applications will perform faster on our SAN due to the hardware 
RAID configuration and superior high disk speed.

Storage Area Networks

Uniware Server clusters and SANs utilise VMware virtualisation 
technology enabling business continuation in the event of server 
or data storage failure. Equinix has  four fully shared fibre 
connections to individual Telco’s providing multiple failover to 
ensure your business continuation even in the unlikely event 
that one network was to fail.  All routers, switches, networks 
and other network devices are duplicated ensuring no single 
point of failure. In the unlikely event that an actual server 
was to fail, VMware enables an automatic ‘move’ of the virtual 
machine to an always available ‘standby’ server thus allowing 
continuation of your business processes.

Redundancies

Xceed - A one stop web solution 
company providing website design and 
development, Content Management 
Systems, mobile/web apps, e-Commerce 
and integration services.

OzISP - Host to the Uniware Cloud 
platform, located at the Equinix Data 
Centre in Melbourne. The Uniware 
Cloud has  been specifically configured 
to provide performance and reliability 
for mission critical MultiValue business 
applications.

Uniware subsidiary companies 
include Xceed and OzISP:

“We had experienced significant 
disruptions to our business due to 
connection issues whereby stores couldn’t 
connect to our systems located at head 
office. After a review by ‘Deloitte Touche 
Tohmatsu Limited’ technology division, 
it was recommended out ERP system be 
moved to the Uniware Cloud. We have 
since experienced 100% uptime over the 
past 7 years. I now have peace of mind 
that our systems and data are both secure 
and always accessible by our stores since 
the migration to the Uniware Cloud.”

Gary Beville
Chief Operations Officer
Bevilles Corporation Pty Ltd

Testimonial

At Uniware, we understand a businesses’ need to keep essential 
data backed up in the event of a disaster, so we have automated 
the back-up processes in place to run on a daily basis thus relieving 
the end user of this tedious task. All backups are saved to a 
‘backup server’ and to an external source to ensure that there 
is always a backup available from the previous days located 
at Equinix as well as an external location.

Disaster Recovery

Your Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) can grow as your business 
expands into the future and made readily available from anywhere 
with a secure internet connection. In the event that you need to 
expand your business immediately, Uniware is able to allocate 
more RAM, Disk space, CPU or any other requirements on demand.

Scalability

Uniware is a complete IT solution
provider offering the following:
• C#.NET & JAVA Development
• D3 & UniBasic Development
• IT infrastructure
• e-business
• Web services
• Internet Services
• Reliable Legacy Support
• Quick Turn Around Development
• Quality Implementations
• Core set of Business Tools for 
  MultiValue



Uniware provides SME’s in the Supply
chain, Manufacturing and Services
sectors with ERP solutions to manage
business processes. With added value
services such as IT infrastructure, Web
Services and e-Commerce, Uniware is 
an end to end IT source satisfying our
clients needs to enhance enterprise
productivity, mitigate commercial risk
and reduce capital expenditure.

Value

People

Our leading edge technology and 
technical proficiency is due to the 
efforts of our most important asset our 
employees. We are privileged to have a 
cohesive group of individuals who 
exemplify professionalism and share our 
vision. This is how we provide customers 
with efficient IT solutions that are cost 
effective and enhance their business 
processes. We  have support staff located 
in Melbourne, Perth and Sydney.

Testimonial

Knowing in which country your data is located is essential to an IT 
Manager or Director. Data protection and privacy laws that apply 
in Australia may differ from those in other countries. If your data 
is stored in America or any other country, that data is subject to 
the local laws of that country regardless that the user is Australian. 
This can get very complicated if the data is breached and
compromised.

With the Uniware cloud service, your data is stored in Australia 
ensuring that sensitive data and applications are subject to 
protection under the Australian legal system.

Location

The Uniware Data Centre has full firewalling and network 
separation ensuring no unauthorised access occurs and in 
addition to this, our secure Virtual Private Network (VPN) or 
secure shell connection, allows ‘only’ the end user to access 
their data from outside their premises.

Cloud Security

“Uniware are proactive, as a customer,
we are not left behind with changes
in technology. I treat them as my I.T.
department and talk with them like
they are part of our company.“

Brian Oakley
Managing Director
Lyppard Australia

Uniware offers a greater degree of control with their private
cloud where data and applications can only be accessed by the 
owning business.

Contact Uniware now to see how your organisation can safely and 
confidently take advantage of the speed, flexibility, scalability, 
and cost-effectiveness of the Uniware Cloud Services?

Speak to Craig Alford or Colin McMahon to find out more 
on (03) 8804 0804 or email info@uniware.com.au
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